B E C O M F O R TA B L E
BE SURE
BE BOLD

ONLINE SESSIONS
with LENI'S ENJOY YOUR VOICE
What do you need?

www.enjoyyourvoice.at
Mag. Helene (Leni) Griesslehner

Platform: We will work the the free platform ZOOM Cloud Meetings.
Please download the app: (You can also just use it in the browser, if you prefer)
https://zoom.us/download
Before our session please check the Audio-Settings in ZOOM:
-> Settings - AUDIO
*test your audio signal
-> AUDIO - ADVANCED
*enable "Show in-meeting to enable "Original Sound"...
You can also find this information in a ZOOM-tutorial i made for a workshop.
https://youtu.be/pV6e-JWWxQc

As soon as we have made an appointment, I will send you a meeting invitation.

It is best to test Zoom once in advance. This is possible if you have downloaded the
app: Click on NEW MEETING and check if you see a signal at the bottom left of the
micro symbol! Your computer should also ask you if you want to use computer
audio! Yes, we want that!

Please be ready latest 5' before the meeting
Choose JOIN and and copy the MEETING ID in the field JOIN
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In advance for you
Online sessions need clarity.
This clarity supports us to experience the sessions with joy.

Accompaniment via backing tracks:
Due to the technical delay (in all apps), it is not yet possible for me to accompany you on the
piano! For the online session, we therefore use alternatives such as karaoke or backing tracks.
Please send me the song you want to work on beforehand. You may already find an
accompanying version yourself or I will send you a link. If you are accompanying yourself this is
not an issue.

Recommendation: 2nd device to play:
For the session we need a device (computer / tablet / phone) to communicate with each other. I
recommend another device for playing the backing track so that music sound and
communication sound do not come from the same source.

Your location & your internet connection:
Make sure you're looking for a cozy, bright place in your home where it is comfortable for you
and preferably no backlight to the computer;) & ideally with a stable internet connection!

Check speed:
speedtest.net (I currently have between 10-30 Mb download and it works well)

Metronome (for piano solo, accompaniment, acapella rhythm exercises)
Please download a metronome - I recommend a free version, but it is up to you! I've recorded a
tutorial for you: https://youtu.be/EKb-BxgjDjc
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More focus on:
Interpretation, analysis, anatomy, breathing,
Rhythm, personal coaching, speech technology,
listening more precisely ...
your independence as a singer and voice discoverer!

ONLINE SESSIONS PROs:
We can work with each other, even if we are not in the same city or country.
We can find a time, that is maybe outside of the typical "studio" hours.
We can still work together in times of crises like Corona Covid-19
(and we will be experts in the future).
You can strengthen your independence as singer, speaker, listener.

CONS or Potentials
I will not be able to accompany you while you sing or play, due to latency issues with all
platforms - but I am sure nerds are just working on an perfect solution at the very moment.
There can be freezes and connection problems, if the internet is heavily used - Then we have to
deal with that!
It is a different personal contact than in real-life situation, but I will assure you I will try to build
up the usual fun-safe-good mood space!

LOOKING FORWARD TO SINGING AND PLAYING WITH YOU!
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Checklist
Online-Session
Choose your platform
Zoom or Skype (let me know in advance)
ZOOM: Download the app
before the ﬁrst meeting: test ZOOM
(start a new meeting and check the audio)
Before every session:
Choose a song you want to work on (if you want)
+ ﬁnd a backingtrack/Karaoke or ask me
Please transfer the money for the session
24h in advance
Find a nice, comfortable and bright space in your
home with stable internet connection
Be punctual and join the meeting 2' before it starts
(there will be a waiting room)

